9781443432399
PubDate: 4/15/2014
$24.99 CAD
272 pages • Paperback

9781443445634
Pub Date: 10/13/2015
$29.99 CAD
256 pages • Hardcover

9780062943415
PubDate: 4/21/2020
$31.00 CAD
224 pages • Hardcover

9780062969903
Pub Date: 10/15/2019
$28.50 CAD
320 pages • Hardcover

Bunner's Bake Shop Cookbook

ThugKitchen 101

Ashley Wittig, Kevin MacAllister

Thug Kitchen

Just a few years ago, the idea that a gluten-free, vegan
bakery could be voted best dessert shop in Toronto might
have been shocking. But in three short years, Bunner's
Bake Shop has taken Toronto by storm with their
delectable takes on traditional bakery favourites made
with non-traditionalingredients.

Creators of the New York Times bestselling cookbook
series, Thug Kitchen are back to deliver you the sorta
gentle, but always hilarious shove you need to take the
leap into healthy eating.

Ashley Wittig had been a lifelong baker before she went
vegan in 2008, and she was determined t...

9781443445658
Pub Date: 10/11/2016
$29.99 CAD
240 pages • Hardcover

Thug Kitchen 101 includes more than 100 easy and
accessible recipes to give you a solid start towards a better
diet. TK holds your hand and explains ingredients from
chickpeas to nooch so you’ll feel confident kn...

Thug Kitchen Party Grub Guide

The Nut Butter Cookbook

Thug Kitchen

Heather Thomas Over 60

From the duo behind New York Times bestseller, Thug
Kitchen, comes the next installment of kick-ass recipes
with a side of attitude. Thug Kitchen: Party Grub answers
the question that they have heard most from their fans:
How the hell are you supposed to eat healthy when you
hang around with a bunch of assholes who couldn't care
less about what they stuff in their face? The answer: You
make a bomb...

naturally nutty recipes!

9780008314132
PubDate: 1/15/2019
$18.99 CAD
112 pages • Hardcover

There’s so much more to nut butter than peanuts, and
this brilliant book is packed with creative recipe ideas to
deliver your daily nut butter hit! From brunch to lunch,
snacks and light meals, to suppers, desserts and baking,
you’ll need to keep your nut butter shelf well-stocked, or
try your hand at whizzing up your own varieties!
Try our crunchy cashew cinnamon oa...

Living Lively

Bish Bash Bosh!

Haile Thomas

Ian Theasby, Henry David Firth

When her father developed Type 2 diabetes, eightyear-old Haile Thomas began a journey that would
change her family’s dietary habits, improve her dad’s
health, and radically transform her life. Now a social
entrepreneur, speaker, and wellness + compassion
activist, she is an advocate for conscious living who
promotes resilience, positivity, and a healthy, nourishing
lifestyle to young people every...

Do you want a quick weeknight supper that gets more
vegetables into your diet? A show-stopping vegan
Christmas dinner? A fun, fresh meal plan to set you up
with plant-based packed lunches? Whatever you’re after,
Bish Bash Bosh! has the perfect recipe.
9780062911216
PubDate: 7/30/2019
$34.50 CAD
288 pages • Hardcover

Ian Theasby and Henry Firth have created a food
revolution through the world’s biggest plant-based
platform. Their first cookbook was the highest-sel...

BOSH!: How to Live Vegan

BOSH!

Ian Theasby, Henry David Firth

Ian Theasby, Henry David Firth

Do you want to go vegan but have no idea where to
start? BOSH!, the pioneers of simple, delicious plant-based
cooking and the guys behind the biggest vegan video
channel on the web, are here to help!

Henry Firth and Ian Theasby, creators of the world’s
biggest and fastest-growing plant-based platform, BOSH!,
are the new faces of the food revolution.

BOSH!: How to Live Vegan covers all aspects of vegan
living from plant-based food and wine to vegan toiletries,
travel, and clothes. Henry and Ian address the benefits of
veganism on our health and the...

9780062820686
Pub Date:5/1/2018
$34.50 CAD
288 pages • Hardcover

Their online channels have well over one million fans and
constantly inspire people to cook ultra-tasty and super
simple recipes at home. Always ensuring they stick to
fresh, supermarket-friendly ingredients, BOSH! truly is
“plant-based food for eve...

9780062969934
PubDate: 1/28/2020
$31.00 CAD
240 pages • Paperback

BOSH!:Healthy Vegan

Fresh

Ian Theasby, Henry David Firth

Ruth Tal, Jennifer Houston

BOSH! has revolutionized plant-based eating! As the
largest and fastest-growing plant-based food channel on
the web, and the brand behind the smash international
bestselling cookbook, BOSH! has introduced readers
across the globe to fun, mouth-watering vegan recipes
even meat eaters can love.

More nutritious, modern, and utterly delicious
recipes from Fresh, the award-winning restaurant
chain inCanada

Now, Henry and Ian are on a mission to help you eat well,
feel better, and even lose weight. A comprehensiv...

9781443429450
Pub Date:9/3/2013
$19.99 CAD
208 pages • Paperback

Refresh

Greenfeast

Ruth Tal, Jennifer Houston

Nigel Slater

One of Canada's hottest restaurants puts a Fresh
spin on vegetarian cuisine!

9781443429467
Pub Date:9/3/2013
$19.99 CAD
224 pages • Paperback

Longtime patrons of Fresh know what to expect:
scrumptious meatless meals made from all-natural,
wholesome ingredients, full of exotic flavours and energyboosting nutrients designed to make them feel incredible.
In their new cookbook, founder Ruth Tal and co-owner
and head chef Jennifer ...

Toronto's Fresh restaurants are consistently rated as
among the most popular restaurants in the city. Appealing
to vegetarians, vegans and those who enjoy meatfree
meals as part of a healthy diet, Fresh has evolved from a
humble juice bar into a chain of three dynamic and
gorgeous downtownrestaurants.
reFresh is a new edit...

9780008213770
Pub Date: 10/22/2019
$36.99 CAD
320 pages • Hardcover

The second in a pair of fast,
season-led vegetable booksfrom
beloved author and cook Nigel
Slater.
‘Much of my weekday eating contains neither meat nor
fish … It is simply the way my eating has grown to be
over the last few years.’
From the start of autumn, we crave food that nourishes,
food that sets us up for going out in the cold and wet.

9780008333355
PubDate: 7/23/2019
$36.99 CAD
336 pages • Hardcover

Greenfeast

Root to Leaf

Nigel Slater

Steven Satterfield

The first in a pair of fast,
season-led vegetable booksfrom
beloved author and cook Nigel
Slater.

The chef of the award-winning Atlanta restaurant Miller
Union, Steven Satterfield—dubbed the “Vegetable
Shaman” by the New York Times’s Sam Sifton—has
enchanted diners with his extraordinary vegetable dishes,
capturing the essence of his vegetables through a simple,
elegant cooking style. Like his contemporaries April
Bloomfield and Fergus Henderson who use the whole
animal from nose to tail in th...

‘Much of my weekday eating contains neither meat nor
fish … It is simply the way my eating has grown to be
over the last few years.’

9780062283696
Pub Date:3/3/2015
$56.00 CAD
496 pages • Hardcover

Greenfeast: spring, summer is a vibrant and joyous

9780062821386
PubDate: 4/16/2019
$36.99 CAD
288 pages • Hardcover

Mostly Plants

Ultimate Veg

Tracy Pollan, Dana Pollan, Lori Pollan, Corky Pollan, Michael
Pollan

Jamie Oliver

“Eat food, not too much, mostly plants.” With these seven
words, Michael Pollan—brother of Lori, Dana, and Tracy
Pollan, and son of Corky—started a national conversation
about how to eat for optimal health. A decade later, the
value of a plant-based diet is widely accepted––and yet
for many people, easier said than done.
So what does choosing “mostly plants” look like in real
life? In families whe...

Jamie Oliver is back with brilliantly easy, flavourpacked, and accessible veg recipes.
'It's all about celebrating really good, tasty food
that just happens to be meat-free' Jamie Oliver
9781443459266
Pub Date: 10/22/2019
$42.00 CAD
312 pages • Hardcover

From simple suppers and family favourites, to weekend
dishes for sharing with friends, this book is packed full of
phenomenal food - pure and simple. Whether it's
embracing a meat-free day or two each week, living ...

9781443427708
Pub Date: 12/17/2013
$24.99 CAD
288 pages • Paperback

9780062740618
Pub Date:9/4/2018
$21.99 CAD
128 pages • Hardcover

9780062438485
PubDate: 10/4/2016
$34.99 CAD
240 pages • Hardcover

9780008172459
PubDate: 11/7/2017
$39.99 CAD
480 pages • Hardcover

Cooking Vegetarian 2nd Edition

Becoming Vegetarian,Revised

Vesanto Melina, Joseph Forest

Vesanto Melina, Brenda Davis

Discover the Richness of Vegetarian Cooking!

Straightforward guide to transitioning to a vegetarian
lifestyle. Includes shopping lists and recipes, plus
informative discussion on issues surrounding
vegetarianism.

Following a vegetarian or vegan diet doesn't mean you
have to sacrifice taste or nutrition. Canadian dietician
Vesanto Melina and professional chef Joseph Forest have
collaborated to bring you this brand new collection of the
best-tasting, healthy vegan and vegetarian recipes. No
matter where you are on the food spectrum - from near
vegetarian to vegan -...

9781443427654
PubDate: 7/16/2013
$24.99 CAD
480 pages • Paperback

Blotto Botany

Artisan Sourdough

Spencre L.R.McGowan

Casper Andre Lugg, Martin Ivar Hveem Fjeld

In Blotto Botany, herbalist and witchy healing expert
Spencre McGowan shows you how to use the power of
nature to treat a variety of common ailments, pamper
your body, mind, and spirit, and add a little zing into your
life. Blotto Botany includes appealing recipes for forty
medicinal cordials, organized by season, that use a variety
of natural ingredients, such as lemons, rose petals,
damiana, and...

For a growing number of people, eating heathy is more
important than ever. We’re rejecting processed, packaged
foods filled with unpronounceable chemicals, and are
embracing, organic whole foods, including whole grain
and slow made breads like sourdough—the oldest
method of bread baking.

9780062864154
PubDate: 3/19/2019
$36.99 CAD
160 pages • Hardcover

In this encompassing guide, a pair of bakers show you
how to master this traditional style of bread which has
ne...

V Street

Hippie Food

Rich Landau, Kate Jacoby

Jonathan Kauffman

Chefs Rich Landau and Kate Jacoby bring the greatest
flavors of the world to the devoted clientele of their
acclaimed Philly restaurant V Street. Now, cooks can
experience the same original dining experience at home
with these zesty, mouthwatering recipes that whet the
appetite and feed the imagination.

Journey back a half century in time—to the 1960s and
1970s—with food writer Jonathan Kauffman, who tells the
story of how a coterie of unusual men and women
embraced an alternative diet that would ultimately change
how modern Americans eat. Impeccably researched,
Hippie Food chronicles how the longhairs, revolutionaries,
and back-to-the-landers rejected the square
establishment of President Richar...

In V Street, Rich Landau and Kate Jacoby offer creative
vegan riffs on street food from across t...

9780062437310
PubDate: 1/15/2019
$21.00 CAD
352 pages • Paperback

The Modern Cook’s Year

A Modern Way to Cook

Anna Jones

Anna Jones

Winner of the Guild of Food Writers
Cookery Book Award and OFM Best
NewCook Book 2018

From the author of the brilliant A
Modern Way to Eat, a new
collection of delicious, healthy,
inspiring vegetarian recipes – that
are so quick to make they’re
achievable on any night of the
week.

An essential addition to every cook’s bookshelf,
The Modern Cook’s Year will show you how to
make the most of seasonal produce, using simple,
hugely inventive flavours and ingredients.
Smoky mushroom and roast kale lasagne, Sri Lankan
squash dhal, beetroot tops tart, tarragon-blistered

9780008124496
PubDate: 7/29/2015
$39.99 CAD
352 pages • Hardcover

Many more of us are interested in eating healthier food on

9780007516704
PubDate: 9/16/2014
$44.99 CAD
400 pages • Hardcover

9780062419927
PubDate: 8/23/2016
$29.99 CAD
304 pages • Paperback

A Modern Way to Eat

One

Anna Jones, Jamie Oliver

Anna Jones

A modern vegetarian cookbook packed with quick,
healthy and fresh recipes, that fits perfectly with how we
want to eat now.

Award-winning cook Anna Jones blazes the trail
again for how we all want to cook now: quick,
sustainably and stylishly. In her exciting new
book, One, the ‘queen of the greens’ gives over
150 recipes alongside dozens of ideas for

Anna Jones is a brilliant young food stylist and recipe
developer who trained with Jamie Oliver. Her first
cookbook is an exciting collection of contemporary
vegetarian recipes that are healthy, nourishing and
delicious. Based on how Anna likes to eat day to day, it
covers ev...

9780008172480
PubDate: 5/26/2020
$39.99 CAD
320 pages • Hardcover

9781443456395
Pub Date: 4/3/2018
$16.99 CAD
Paperback

You can travel the world weekly from your kitchen with
dishes such as: Persian noodle soup; Korean carrot and
sesame pancakes;Afric...

Nutrition Stripped

EatNourish Glow

McKel Hill

Amelia Freer

Search the web and you’ll find a variety of recipes from
“health food” bloggers and “nutritionists.” Yet many of
these recipes often follow trends or fad diets. Now, McKel
Hill, a Registered Dietitian Nutritionist and wellness coach,
takes you back to bare basics to enjoy the amazing
benefits and incomparable flavor of whole foods—nature’s
true healthybounty.

From UK-based nutritional therapist and healthy eating
expert to the stars Amelia Freer comes the #1
international bestselling guidebook to ditching fad diets
and getting on a path to long-term weight loss.

Drawing inspiration from nature, the t...

9781443447768
Pub Date: 6/9/2015
$29.99 CAD
288 pages • Trade
Paperback

Bestselling author Amelia Freer's simple and delicious
10-step plan to lose weight and reach optimum wellness,
now fully updated for a North American audience.
Plagued by a host of health issues ...

30-Minute Vegetarian

Secrets of Great Second Meals

Rose Elliot

Sara Dickerman

Britain's bestselling vegetarian cook helps you get a great
meal on the table fast.

When it comes to cooking and leftovers, James Beard
Award-winner Sara Dickerman believes that there is
nothing better than figuring out the right way to reframe a
good meal into another, potentially great meal. Second
meals aren’t just reheating last night’s dinner. For Sara,
there’s excitement in introducing new flavors and textures
at the next meal—that eureka moment of fitting
ingredients youh...

Perfect for the busy home cook, Rose Elliot's 30-Minute
Vegetarian will help you make a delicious and quick
vegetarian dinner, any night of the week.
9780007458271
Pub Date: 10/30/2012
$36.99 CAD
240 pages • Hardcover

super-quick one-pan, one-tray suppers.

If you need fast and tasty food after a hard day's work or
a healthy dinner to feed family and friends; whether you
are craving a comforting classic or fresh ideas fo...

9780062672971
PubDate: 2/12/2019
$37.00 CAD
352 pages • Hardcover

Coconut 24/7 Low Price Edition

What Vegans Eat

PatCrocker

Brett Cobley

Sales of coconut water doubled between 2011 and 2012
and they’re still climbing as athletes and celebrities tout
the benefits of coconut water. Coconut flour is becoming
more widely available and being embraced by the paleo,
gluten-free and wheat-free communities. Coconut sugar,
now too, is being seen as beneficial for people trying to
control their diabetes. And sales of coconut oil are
skyrocket...

Whether you’re giving Veganuary a go, cooking for a
vegan friend, or simply cutting back on meat and dairy,
look no further! Discover what vegans eat: everyday for
breakfast, lunch and dinner; on-the-go; with their gang;
for special occasions; to feed a crowd; and for treats!
9780008320799
PubDate: 2/12/2019
$34.99 CAD
208 pages • Hardcover

This book will also hold your hand as you take your first
vegan steps; show you how to stock up on the basics;
and teachyou...

9780062225887
PubDate: 4/21/2015
$43.50 CAD
272 pages • Hardcover

9780062571595
PubDate: 3/26/2019
$39.50 CAD
368 pages • Hardcover

A Girl and Her Greens

Vegetables Unleashed

April Bloomfield, JJ Goode, EdD.

Jose Andres, Matt Goulding

A Girl and Her Greens reflects the lighter side of the
renowned chef whose name is nearly synonymous with
nose-to-tail eating. In recipes such as Pot-Roasted
Romanesco Broccoli, Onions with Sage Pesto, and Carrots
with Spices, Yogurt, and Orange Blossom Water, April
demonstrates the basic principle of her method: that
unforgettable food comes out of simple, honest
ingredients, an attention to deta...

From the endlessly inventive imaginations of star SpanishAmerican chef José Andrés and James Beard awardwinning writer Matt Goulding, Vegetables Unleashed is a
new manifesto that will transform how we think about—
and eat—the vast universe of vegetables.
9780062668387
PubDate: 5/21/2019
$49.99 CAD
368 pages • Hardcover

Andrés is famous for his unstoppable energy—and for his
belief that vegetables are far sexier than meat can ever
be. Showing us how to creatively...

Hashimoto’s FoodPharmacology

Farmacology

Izabella Wentz,PharmD.

Daphne Miller,M.D.

Hashimoto’s Food Pharmacology is a step-by-step guide
for replacing medication with healthy habits and delicious
food that will help you revitalize your immune system.
Izabella Wentz’s plan has successfully transformed the
lives of thousands of women, and now she can help
countless more suffers heal their bodies and live free from
devastating autoimmunedisease.

A doctor explores what farming can teach us about
nurturing ourselves

More than 35 million Americans suffe...

9780062103154
PubDate: 3/15/2016
$21.00 CAD
304 pages • Paperback

Do the microbes in the soil communicate with
the microbes in our bodies?
Why does a dirty farm offer protection from
allergies while a dirty urban apartment does not?
What can we learn about “good” stress from
pastured hens?
How can a pest management system inspire a
radical new approach to cancer treatment?
What can cows teach pare...

9780062870803
Pub Date: 12/30/2019
$36.99 CAD
432 pages • Hardcover

9780062909718
Pub Date: 2/5/2019
416 pages • Paperback

Body Love Every Day

The Complete Essential Oils Sourcebook

Kelly LeVeque

Julia Lawless

In Body Love, Kelly LeVeque shared her popular
science-based “it’s-not-a-diet” approach to clean eating,
weight loss, and wellness, centered on the Fab
Four—protein, fat, fiber, and greens. As Kelly (and modern
science) has shown, eating the Fab Four balances blood
sugar, helps you eat and feel full, and naturally turns off
your hungerhormones.

Comprehensive and fully illustrated throughout, The
Complete Essential Oils Sourcebook is the perfect go-to
reference for absolutely everything about essential
oils—from the best extraction methods to the most
effective treatments for ailments.

Now, Kelly is back with exactly what her fans want: a...

9780007950898
Pub Date:3/1/2016
$26.99 CAD
304 pages • Paperback

Did you know that heady jasmine is a warming
antidepressant and aphrodisiac, also great for stress and
sensitive skin?
Or that consuming herbal tea with elde...

The Plant Paradox

The Plant Paradox Quick and Easy

Dr.Steven R. Gundry, MD

Dr. Steven R. Gundry, MD

9780062911995
Pub Date:1/8/2019
$23.99 CAD
288 pages • Paperback

In Dr. Steven Gundry’s breakout bestseller The Plant
Paradox, readers learned the surprising truth about foods
that have long been regarded as healthy. Lectins—a type
of protein found in fruits, vegetables, legumes, dairy, and
grains—wreak havoc on the gut, creating systemic
inflammation and laying the groundwork for disease and
weight gain. Avoiding lectins offers incredible health
benefits butr...

9780062684950
Pub Date:5/2/2017
$31.99 CAD
304 pages • Hardcover

9780062790958
Pub Date:1/8/2019
$36.99 CAD
336 pages • Hardcover

Eat to Live Quick and Easy Cookbook

The Garden Apothecary

Joel Fuhrman, M.D. Eating healthy can be costly and

Reece Carter

time-consuming. With
The Eat to Live Quick and Easy Cookbook, eating well and
feeling great has never been easier. Packed with 131
incredibly delicious and easy-to-prepare recipes, The Eat
to Live Quick and Easy Cookbook takes you from the
grocery store to the kitchen table, offering everything you
need to know to keep you, your friends, and your family
happy andh...

Health and wellness is a booming sector in Australia. We
eat clean and we detox our pantries. But what about our
medicine cabinets and the lotions and potions we use on
our skin? Shouldn't we take as much care with those as
we do with food?
9781489216007
Pub Date: 8/20/2019
$29.99 CAD
192 pages • Trade
Paperback

Do What Feels Good

Eat Dirt

Hannah Bronfman

Dr. JoshAxe

Whether walking a red carpet, shooting a campaign for
Adidas, or posting about a workout to her nearly half a
million Instagram followers, Hannah Bronfman is the
picture of health. But she’ll be the first one to admit that
the road to true wellness and self-acceptance isn’t easy.
As a woman of color who grew up watching a close family
member struggle with an eating disorder, she’s had to
forge her...

Do you have a leaky gut? For 80% of the population the
answer is “yes”—and most people don’t even realize it.
Leaky gut syndrome is the root cause of a litany of
ailments, including: chronic inflammation, allergies,
autoimmune diseases, hypothyroidism, adrenal fatigue,
diabetes, and even arthritis.

9780062433640
PubDate: 3/29/2016
$35.99 CAD
352 pages • Hardcover

Yates Top 50 Indoor Plants And How Not To
Kill Them!

Allan Jenkins
‘When I am disturbed, even angry, gardening has been a
therapy. When I don't want to talk I turn to Plot 29, or to
a wilder piece of land by a northern sea. There, among
seeds and trees, my breathing slows; my heart rate too.
My anxieties slip away.’

Bring the outdoors in and breathe new life to your home
with plants! House plants are well and truly back on
trend—they instantly lift an area, make a room feel fresh
and welcoming, and brighten your mood.

9781443456364
Pub Date: 2/20/2018
$19.99 CAD
Paperback

On top of this, indoor plants are great for purifying the air
and creating a healthier home. Together with microbes in
the soil, plants work wonders to reduce harmful pollutants
released fromin...

That’s because in order to keep us in good health, our gut
relies on maintaining a symbiotic relation...

Plot 29

Angie Thomas, Yates Australia

9781460757345
PubDate: 4/14/2020
$31.00 CAD
208 pages • Paperback

In The Garden Apothecary, Herb Nerd Reece Carter
shows you how to grow and make your own gentle
herbal remedies, taking you right through from growing
your own...

9780008121952
Pub Date: 6/19/2018
$18.99 CAD
272 pages • B-format
Paperback

As a young boy in 1960s Plymouth, Allan Jenkins and his
brother, Christopher, were rescued from their care home
and fostered by an elderly couple. The...

Food to Grow Low Price Edition

Everyday Monet

Frankie Flowers, Shannon Ross

Aileen Bordman

From Canada’s #1 garden team, a guide that
makes growing your own fruits, vegetables and
herbs simple, bountiful and fun

Aileen Bordman has long been influenced by the work of
Claude Monet, one of the founders of French
Impressionist painting whose esteemed works capturing
the simple beauties of fin de siècle French life—from
waterlilies to haystacks—have fetched astonishing sums
at private auction houses and can be found in the greatest
art museums around the globe. With direct access to
Giverny through a pair of i...

Nothing beats the taste and smell of a tomato freshly
picked from your own garden. And there’s a certain pride
in knowing that the salad you just served—fresh
strawberries and all—was harvested entirely from your
backyard. But growing your own fruits, vegetables and
herbs can be ...

9780062692979
Pub Date:6/5/2018
$33.50 CAD
208 pages • Hardcover

Collins New Naturalist Library – Garden
Birds

The Language of Flowers
Odessa Begay

Mike Toms

When Kate Middleton married Prince William, she carried
Sweet Williams in her wedding bouquet to represent her
love for him; at the installation of a garden at Kensington
Palace in honor of the late Princess Diana, she wore a
poppy-laden Prada dress to honor her memory.
9780062873194
Pub Date:4/7/2020
$34.99 CAD
256 pages • Hardcover

9780062389640
PubDate: 4/19/2016
$33.50 CAD
368 pages • Hardcover

9780062896223
Pub Date:5/7/2019
$31.99 CAD
288 pages • Hardcover

9780008313685
Pub Date: 1/15/2019
$15.99 CAD
192 pages • B-format
Paperback

Kate was practicing floriology—the language of flowers
—using florals to convey emotions or send a covert
message. Each flower has ...

9780008164744
PubDate: 3/12/2019
$135.99 CAD
448 pages • Hardcover

This timely addition to the New Naturalist Library
examines the ways in which birds use gardens, revealing
the many new discoveries that are being made and
explaining why individual species of bird use gardens in
the ways that they do. Why, for example, do Blackcaps
now winter in UK gardens—favouring those in the
southwest and those that are urban in nature—and why
do Siskins increase their use of...

The Humane Economy

Green and Prosperous Land

Wayne Pacelle

Dieter Helm

In the mid-nineteenth century, New Bedford,
Massachusetts was the whaling capital of the world. A
half-gallon of sperm oil cost approximately $1,400 in
today’s dollars, and whale populations were hunted to
near extinction for profit. But with the advent of fossil
fuels, the whaling industry collapsed, and today, the area
around New Bedford is instead known as one of the best
places in the world fo...

This is an economist's approach to environmentalism,
including a summary of Britain's green assets, a look
towards possible futures, and an achievable 25-year plan
to a green and prosperous world.

9780008304478
PubDate: 9/10/2019
$34.99 CAD
336 pages • Hardcover

News about Britain’s wildlife and ecosystems tends to be
grim. In Green and Prosperous Land, Dieter Helm, a
member of the Department of Food and Rural Affairs
(DEFRA) and advisor to the government, shares...

Skogluft

Once Upon a Farm

Jorn Viumdal

Rory Feek

For millions of years, humans developed in natural
environments, in close contact with sunlight, vegetation,
water, and air. While we are biologically and physiologically
similar to our Stone Age ancestors, most of us spend
nearly all of our lives indoors, removed from the natural
world. Studies have shown that spending time outdoors in
or near nature delivers emotional, psychological, and
physica...

Sometimes, it's not only what we plant but where
we're planted. As opposed to homesteading, Once
Upon a Farm is a book on "lifesteading" as New
York Times bestselling author Rory Feek learns to
cultivate faith, love, and fatherhood on a small
farm, while doing everything but farming.

9780785221098
PubDate: 6/18/2019
$21.99 CAD
256 pages • Paperback

With frequent stories of his and Joey's years together, and
how those guide his life today, Rory unpacks just what i...

Down to the River and Up to the Trees

Baby's Very First Tractor Book

SueBelfrage

Fiona Watt

While the idea of the wild outdoors is enticing, though, our
busy lives and our location can cause us to become
detached from nature. Down to the River and Up to the
Trees will show you how to connect with the natural world
around you, whether you live in the city or the
countryside.

Babies will love looking at the bright pictures and playing
with this delightful, sturdy tractor book with wheels,
following Panda around the farm as he collects the
animals for a trip to the children's farm. Bright colours and
repetitive structure will appeal to babies everywhere.

From getting to know the local wildlife, to foraging and
creating naturally-sourced masterpieces, Down to the
River ...

9781409597131
Pub Date: 4/18/2018
$13.95 CAD
10 pages • Hardcover

BABYS VERY FIRST FINGERTRAIL PLAY
BOOK GARDEN

199 Flowers
Hannah Watson, Mar Ferrero, Oana Befort

9781474950909
Pub Date: 4/15/2019
$10.95 CAD
16 pages • Trade
Paperback

This picture reference book contains exactly 199
wonderful flowers, from the familiar daisy to the exotic
peacock flower. Every image is labelled and grouped into a
category, such as “By the coast”, “In the mountains”,
“Tropical blooms” and “Meadows and hedgerows”.
Children will enjoy poring over the evocative names for
wild and garden flowers and looking at the beautiful
illustrations. Improvevo...

Joséphine Thompson, Stella Baggott
An engaging, interactive board book, specially designed
for very young children, full of vivid colours, stylish
illustrations. Brilliant for developing essential motor skills
and hand-eyecoordination.
9781409597094
Pub Date: 3/1/2016
$14.95 CAD
Hardcover

Colouring Book Garden With Rub-Down
Transfers

9781474940214
Pub Date: 5/15/2018
$5.50 CAD
24 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781474945714
Pub Date: 4/15/2019
$10.95 CAD
12 pages • Trade
Paperback

9780062906144
Pub Date: 2/19/2019
$9.99 CAD
32 pages • Paperback

Comparable Titles:
Baby's Very First Touchy-Feely Fingertrail Play Book |
9781409581536 | $14.95

Garden Centre Sticker Book
Struan Reid

Sam Smith
This little book is packed with detailed illustrations of
garden scenery and wildlife for kids to colour and bring to
life with their pens. It comes with a sheet of rub-down
transfers, too, for adding birds, butterflies and more
wherever theylike.

BABYS VERY FIRST FINGERTRAIL PLAY BOOK
GARDEN

9781474942362
Pub Date: 4/17/2019
$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade
Paperback

Take a tour through a beautiful garden centre in this
detailed sticker book. Discover everything from outdoor
plants, a flower shop, exotic indoor plants, garden statues
and furniture to garden tools and clothing for gardeners.
There’s also an outdoor cafe to visit and a children’s play
area with swings, slides and tree houses. Contains stickers
of a huge range of trees, shrubs, plants, pots, stat...

Little Lift and Look Garden

We Are the Gardeners

Anna Milbourne

Joanna Gaines, Julianna Swaney

Follow a very sweet mouse as it scampers through a
garden, and discover what else lives there - from bees,
birds and snails to a frog in the pond, very young children
will love lifting the sturdy gatefold flaps to discover the
nature in a pretty garden. Gorgeously and brightly
illustrated by Sarah Allen. Following on from successful
'peep inside series' this new series for younger children
and bab...

We Are the Gardeners is Joanna Gaines first children's
book. It chronicles the family's story of becoming
gardeners-starting with the first little fern Chip bought for
Jo. Over the years, the family's love for gardening
blossomed into the beautiful garden that was featured
during season five of Fixer Upper.

9781400314225
Pub Date: 3/26/2019
$24.99 CAD
40 pages • Hardcover

The Gaines family shares with readers and fans their failed
adventures (dead ferns), their ...

City Green

WILD GARDEN

DyAnne DiSalvo-Ryan

Felicity Brooks

Right in the middle of Marcy’s city block is a vacant lot,
littered and forlorn. Sometimes just looking at it makes
Marcy feel sad. Then one spring, Marcy has a wonderful
idea: Instead of a useless lot, why not a green and
growing space for everyone to enjoy?

A gorgeous colouring book for all ages. Exquisitely
detailed, fine pencil drawings with a coloured template
opposite help you recreate these charming gardens from
around the world. An envelope of delicate transfers allows
you to further embellish the coloured template. An ideal
gift for garden lovers and artists.

With her warm, hopeful text and inviting illustrations,
DyAnne Disalvo-Ryan shows how a whole neighborhood
blossoms when people join together...

9781474922272
Pub Date: 3/29/2017
$19.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

9781409597520
Pub Date: 3/28/2016
$13.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

GARDEN STICKER AND COLOURING BOOK

FIRST COLOURING BOOK GARDEN

Felicity Brooks, Ben Mantle, Enrica Rusina

Felicity Brooks, Bernadette Giaufret

A simple sticker and colouring book for little children,
featuring a range of garden scences for children to add
stickers to and colour in.

Gardening is a great way for young children to see how
flowers and plants grow and where food comes from.
Young children can get creative and enjoy colouring in
their own garden, decorating their own flowers and plants
to create a beautiful garden.

GARDEN STICKER AND COLOURING BOOK
Comparable Titles: ABC Sticker & Colouring Book |
9781409564614 | $12.95 Fairies Colouring & Sticker
Book | 9781409551362 |
$12.95

Garden Snap
Lucy Beckett-Bowman, Mark Ruffle

9781474956796
Pub Date: 4/18/2019
$10.95 CAD
52 pages • Trade
Paperback

A new addition to the range of Usborne Snap cards. Each
colourful card is illustrated with a garden-themed picture,
including plants, objects and creepy crawlies. Simple
instructions are included on the back of the box. Young
children can learn to identify different things they might
see in a garden. An exciting game for two or more players
which is great for sharing with family and friends. The c...

9781409597391
Pub Date: 2/1/2016
$6.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

FIRST COLOURING BOOK GARDEN
Comparable Titles: First Colouring Book Zoo |
9781409534808 | $6.95 First Colouring Book Dinosaurs
| 9781409534815 | $6.95

New This
Season

Coconut 24/7 Low
Price Edition

Bunner's Bake Shop
Cookbook

Pat Crocker

Ashley Wittig, Kevin
MacAllister

9781443456395
Pub Date: 4/3/2018
$16.99 CAD
Paperback

9781443432399
Pub Date: 4/15/2014
$24.99 CAD
Paperback

Refresh

Artisan Sourdough

Ruth Tal, Jennifer Houston

Casper Andre Lugg, Martin
Ivar Hveem Fjeld

9781443429467
Pub Date: 9/3/2013
$19.99 CAD
Paperback

Wholefood Simply:
Natural Indulgence
Bianca Slade
9780733338564
Pub Date: 5/22/2020
$36.99 CAD
Paperback

Blotto Botany
Spencre L.R. McGowan
9780062740618
Pub Date: 9/4/2018
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

9780062864154
Pub Date: 3/19/2019
$36.99 CAD
Hardcover

Vegetables Unleashed
Jose Andres, Matt Goulding
9780062668387
Pub Date: 5/21/2019
$49.99 CAD
Hardcover

The Nut Butter
Cookbook
Heather Thomas
9780008314132
Pub Date: 1/15/2019
$18.99 CAD
Hardcover

Fresh
Ruth Tal, Jennifer Houston
9781443429450
Pub Date: 9/3/2013
$19.99 CAD
Paperback

The Good Gut
Cookbook
Dr Rosemary Stanton, The
Gut Foundation
9781460756164
Pub Date: 7/9/2020
$21.99 CAD
Trade Paperback

Secrets of Great
Second Meals
Sara Dickerman
9780062672971
Pub Date: 2/12/2019
$37.00 CAD
Hardcover

Nutrition Stripped
McKel Hill
9780062419927
Pub Date: 8/23/2016
$29.99 CAD
Paperback

The Brussels Sprout
Cookbook
Heather Thomas
9780008402792
Pub Date: 4/13/2021
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

Mostly Plants

V Street

Tracy Pollan, Dana Pollan,
Lori Pollan, Corky Pollan,
Michael Pollan

Rich Landau, Kate Jacoby

9780062821386
Pub Date: 4/16/2019
$40.50 CAD
Hardcover

9780062438485
Pub Date: 10/4/2016
$34.99 CAD
Hardcover

A Girl and Her Greens

Root to Leaf

Living Lively

April Bloomfield, JJ Goode,
EdD.

Steven Satterfield

Haile Thomas

9780062283696
Pub Date: 3/3/2015
$56.00 CAD
Hardcover

9780062943415
Pub Date: 7/28/2020
$31.00 CAD
Hardcover

BOSH!: Healthy Vegan

Bish Bash Bosh!

What Vegans Eat

Ian Theasby, Henry David
Firth

Ian Theasby, Henry David
Firth

Brett Cobley

9780062969934
Pub Date: 1/28/2020
$31.00 CAD
Paperback

9780062911216
Pub Date: 7/30/2019
$34.50 CAD
Hardcover

BOSH!

One: Pot, Pan, Planet

Greenfeast

Ian Theasby, Henry David
Firth

Anna Jones

Nigel Slater

9780008172480
Pub Date: 4/27/2021
$39.99 CAD
Hardcover

9780008213770
Pub Date: 10/22/2019
$36.99 CAD
Hardcover

9780062225887
Pub Date: 4/21/2015
$43.50 CAD
Hardcover

9780062820686
Pub Date: 5/1/2018
$34.50 CAD
Hardcover

9780008320799
Pub Date: 2/12/2019
$34.99 CAD
Hardcover

Ultimate Veg

Greenfeast

Jamie Oliver

Nigel Slater

9781443459266
Pub Date: 10/22/2019
$42.00 CAD
Hardcover

9780008333355
Pub Date: 7/23/2019
$36.99 CAD
Hardcover

Thug Kitchen 101

Thug Kitchen Party
Grub Guide

Thug Kitchen
9781443445658
Pub Date: 10/11/2016
$29.99 CAD
Hardcover

Thug Kitchen
9781443445634
Pub Date: 10/13/2015
$29.99 CAD
Hardcover

Eat Nourish Glow

A Modern Way to Eat

Amelia Freer

Anna Jones, Jamie Oliver

9781443447768
Pub Date: 6/9/2015
$29.99 CAD
Trade Paperback

9780007516704
Pub Date: 9/16/2014
$44.99 CAD
Hardcover

Becoming Vegetarian,
Revised

30-Minute Vegetarian

Vesanto Melina, Brenda
Davis
9781443427654
Pub Date: 7/16/2013
$24.99 CAD
Paperback

Rose Elliot
9780007458271
Pub Date: 10/30/2012
$28.99 CAD
Hardcover

The Modern Cook’s
Year
Anna Jones
9780008172459
Pub Date: 11/7/2017
$39.99 CAD
Hardcover

A Modern Way to Cook
Anna Jones
9780008124496
Pub Date: 7/29/2015
$44.99 CAD
Hardcover

Cooking Vegetarian
2nd Edition
Vesanto Melina, Joseph
Forest
9781443427708
Pub Date: 12/17/2013
$24.99 CAD
Paperback

Down to the River and
Up to the Trees
Sue Belfrage
9780008313685
Pub Date: 1/15/2019
$15.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Plot 29
Allan Jenkins
9780008121952
Pub Date: 6/19/2018
$18.99 CAD
Paperback

The Language of
Flowers
Odessa Begay
9780062873194
Pub Date: 4/7/2020
$34.99 CAD
Hardcover

Yates Top 50 Indoor
Plants And How Not To
Kill Them!

The Complete
Essential Oils
Sourcebook

Angie Thomas, Yates
Australia

Julia Lawless

9781460757345
Pub Date: 3/26/2020
$31.00 CAD
Paperback

Eat to Live Quick and
Easy Cookbook
Joel Fuhrman, M.D.
9780062684950
Pub Date: 5/2/2017
$31.99 CAD
Hardcover

9780007950898
Pub Date: 3/1/2016
$26.99 CAD
Paperback

The Plant Paradox
Dr. Steven R. Gundry, MD
9780062909718
Pub Date: 2/5/2019
Paperback

Eat Dirt

Farmacology

Dr. Josh Axe

Daphne Miller, M.D.

9780062433640
Pub Date: 3/29/2016
$35.99 CAD
Hardcover

9780062103154
Pub Date: 3/15/2016
$21.00 CAD
Paperback

Everyday Monet
Aileen Bordman
9780062692979
Pub Date: 6/5/2018
$33.50 CAD
Hardcover

Body Love Every Day
Kelly LeVeque
9780062870803
Pub Date: 12/30/2019
$36.99 CAD
Hardcover

The Plant Paradox
Quick and Easy
Dr. Steven R. Gundry, MD
9780062911995
Pub Date: 1/8/2019
$23.99 CAD
Paperback

Hashimoto’s Food
Pharmacology
Izabella Wentz, PharmD.
9780062571595
Pub Date: 3/26/2019
$39.50 CAD
Hardcover

Fit Gurl
Melissa Alcantara
9780062959485
Pub Date: 5/5/2020
$36.99 CAD
Hardcover

The Garden
Apothecary
Reece Carter
9781489216007
Pub Date: 4/18/2019
$29.99 CAD
Trade Paperback

City Green
DyAnne DiSalvo-Ryan
9780062906144
Pub Date: 2/19/2019
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

BABYS VERY FIRST
FINGERTRAIL PLAY
BOOK GARDEN
Joséphine Thompson, Stella
Baggott
9781409597094
Pub Date: 3/1/2016
$14.95 CAD
Hardcover

BOSH!: How to Live
Vegan
Ian Theasby, Henry David
Firth
9780062969903
Pub Date: 10/15/2019
$28.50 CAD
Hardcover

Do What Feels Good
Hannah Bronfman
9780062790958
Pub Date: 1/8/2019
$36.99 CAD
Hardcover

Hippie Food

The Hidden Rainbow

Jonathan Kauffman

Christie Matheson

9780062437310
Pub Date: 1/15/2019
$21.00 CAD
Paperback

9780062393418
Pub Date: 6/9/2020
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Garden Centre Sticker
Book

Colouring Book Garden
With Rub-Down
Transfers

Struan Reid
9781474942362
Pub Date: 4/17/2019
$12.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Little First Colouring:
Garden
Kirsteen Robson
9781474980562
Pub Date: 6/18/2020
$7.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Sam Smith
9781474940214
Pub Date: 5/15/2018
$5.50 CAD
Trade Paperback

WILD GARDEN
Felicity Brooks
9781474922272
Pub Date: 3/29/2017
$19.95 CAD
Hardcover

Little Lift and Look
Garden

GARDEN STICKER AND
COLOURING BOOK

FIRST COLOURING
BOOK GARDEN

Anna Milbourne

Felicity Brooks, Ben Mantle,
Enrica Rusina

Felicity Brooks, Bernadette
Giaufret

9781409597520
Pub Date: 3/28/2016
$13.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

9781409597391
Pub Date: 2/1/2016
$6.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Garden Snap

Planet Earth Mazes

Lucy Beckett-Bowman, Mark
Ruffle

Zanna Davidson

Fiona Watt
9781409597131
Pub Date: 4/18/2018
$13.95 CAD
Hardcover

9781474956796
Pub Date: 4/18/2019
$10.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

We Are the Gardeners

Lift-the-Flap Questions
and Answers About
Recycling and Rubbish

9781474945714
Pub Date: 4/15/2019
$10.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Baby's Very First
Tractor Book

Joanna Gaines, Julianna
Swaney
9781400314225
Pub Date: 3/26/2019
$24.99 CAD
Hardcover Picture Book

KATIE DAYNES
9781474950664
Pub Date: 10/28/2020
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Peep Inside How A
Recycling Truck Works

Climate Crisis For
Beginners

Lara Bryan

Andy Prentice, Eddie
Reynolds

9781474986083
Pub Date: 3/17/2021
$13.95 CAD
Hardcover

9781474979863
Pub Date: 1/5/2021
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

9781474971607
Pub Date: 8/24/2020
$14.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Looking After Our
Planet
Jane Bingham
9781474982764
Pub Date: 7/15/2020
$12.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

100 Things to Know
About Saving the
Planet
Various
9781474981835
Pub Date: 10/23/2020
$18.95 CAD
Hardcover

Lift-The-Flap Looking
After Our Planet

You Can Save the
Planet

Katie Daynes

Lucy Bell, Collins Kids

Hannah Watson, Mar
Ferrero, Oana Befort

9781474968942
Pub Date: 9/24/2020
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

9780008374563
Pub Date: 8/4/2020
$12.99 CAD
Trade Paperback

9781474950909
Pub Date: 4/15/2019
$10.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

The Nature Remedy

Collins New Naturalist
Library – Garden Birds

Every Woman's Guide
To Saving The Planet

Mike Toms

Natalie Isaacs

9780008164744
Pub Date: 3/12/2019
$135.99 CAD
Hardcover

9780733339677
Pub Date: 6/10/2020
$23.99 CAD
Paperback

Faith Douglas
9780008331979
Pub Date: 8/18/2020
$36.99 CAD
Hardcover

Green and Prosperous
Land
Dieter Helm
9780008304478
Pub Date: 9/10/2019
$39.99 CAD
Hardcover

Skogluft
Jorn Viumdal
9780062896223
Pub Date: 5/7/2019
$31.99 CAD
Hardcover

199 Flowers

